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Home

Bring back my love

Reveal

Let my tears find a way

Say you love me

You were the one

I remember

Father and mother

Destiny and fate

There is a kingdom

I am sorry

Journey of the souI
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Evening falls on an autumn day

And the sun draws lines around the clouds

The wind plays with the leaves

Lifts them up in the sky

And birds come flying from everywhere

And they’re gathering in the trees

I can feel their restlessness 

Because they all know

We ‘re going home

All, all quiet

They are sitting in the trees

Night waits, night waits till the morning comes

HOME

Morning starts and the birds wake up

And they are shaking their feathers

The’re making circles above my head

And there they go

They’re going home

Thousands of reasons

Why I shouldn’t go

But I want to go home

An empty sky is left behind

Even the clouds have drifted away

And I try to remember when I took this path

The reason that I got lost

Oh take me, take me home
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BRING BACK  
MY LOVE

Bring back, bring my love back to me

Oh if life could bring us back together

Against all the laws of nature

Oh If time did not exist

And the past was present here

I could hold you in my arms

It would soften all my losses

Oh if life could bring us back together

And heaven and earth were one

Oh if space did not exist

All the barriers would be gone

I could hold you in my arms

All my sorrows would be gone

Bring back, bring my love back to me
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Last night I couldn’t sleep so I went outside 

I walked along the beach

I looked at the sky in a night black as ink 

And I saw the stars so far away.

Stars are extinguished, don’t exist anymore 

Reflections of dreams  unfulfilled

All the thoughts, the reasons, the faith I once had 

It’s  gone, they were all illusions

 

Suddenly a shooting star passed by 

The universe opened up

Oh, if life is more than we can see 

Reveal my destiny

REVEAL
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LET MY TEARS
FIND A WAY

Let me fade away

Let i t rain today

Let my tears find a way

And together with the rain

They will water the fields

And the grass will start to grow

And the streams will overflow

And the rivers, they will grow and overflow

And my tears they will go with the flow
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SAY YOU
LOVE ME

Say, say you love me

Say all the things you always say

Stay, stay with me

Hold my hand, hold my hand

In this scary world where people

Move like shadows on the wall and stare at me

Close, close my eyes

Tell about all the dreams that we have

Hold me, hold me tight

Hold me the way you always do

Stay, stay with me

Stay and say that you love me

The way I love you

Days, days went by

They took all the time that was left

And see what life took from us

Forget about all that we lost

 

Say, say you love me

Say all the things you always say

Stay, stay with me

Years, years went by

They took all the innocence that I had

Hold me, hold me tight

Hold me the way you always do

Stay, stay with me

Hold my hand, hold my hand

In this scary world where people

Move like shadows on the wall and stare at me
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YOU WERE
THE ONE

But if it’s true that time 

Heals all wounds

It will take from now until eternity

And here I sit in my room trying to hear your voice

And I’m waiting for a sign, a sign from you that you’re still around

And I’m trying to find a reason, why you?

There is no reason, there is no answer

There is no justice in life

Maybe there is justice in death

You were the one to who I could give myself completely

No shame, no closed doors, only open windows

You were the one to who I could give myself completely

No shame, no closed doors, only open windows

But since you’re gone my heart is locked

There is no light shining in me

We were like one, living from the same heart

Maybe that was wrong cause now it’s like I lost myself

And everyone is telling me it will take time

To hell with time, it’s now that I feel this pain

But if I didn’t feel this pain

I would deny my love for you

I can change my mind but not my heart
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I  REMEMBER

And you took my hand and I took yours

And we started to dance

While the world fell apart

We started to dance

Now we are living

With new friends around

Another country

No threatening clouds

I can smell the roses in the garden

And I am dreaming

Of a time we were full of faith

Where the trees flourished so innocently

And you are looking at me and I am looking at you

And we are dreaming

Of a time being full of faith

Where the trees will flourish so innocently

I remember the sounds of a war

And I remember banging on the door

I remember the pieces of broken glass

And I remember the guns that were pointed at you

The ruthless voices that shouted at me

And you took my hand and I took yours

And we started to kiss

While the world fell apart

We started to kiss

I remember the streets where we ran

And I remember the houses that burned

I still see the fear in the children’s eyes

And I remember there was no-one else there but you

All the rest was gone up in tar-black smoke
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FATHER 
AND MOTHER

The hills and the valleys have always been here

The trees keep on growing year after year 

But he is no more, he is no more

The streams are still springing from mountains so high

The water is flowing and keeps passing by 

 But she is no more, she is no more

The deer in the woods that I come across

Are sharing my feelings to comfort my loss because

They are no more, they are no more

They’re sharing my feelings to comfort my loss because

They are no more, they are no more 

No more, no more, no more
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DESTINY
AND FATE

Now that I’ve kicked everyone away from me

I feel like a lost soul in an empty heaven

Is there no one who can pull me out of here

I don’t know why I did it this way, seemed beyond my control

Maybe this is what they call destiny and fate

Is there no one who can pull me out of here

Now that I’ve come to this I’m not so sure anymore

if this is really the end I feel regret

Is there no one who can pull me out of here

Maybe this is what they call destiny and fate
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THERE IS
A KINGDOM

There is a kingdom not so far away from here

It has a king and a queen

There is a kingdom

Where love rules like rolling thunder

There is a kingdom not so far away from here
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I am sorry for all the things I’ve done

For all the things I’ve said

And all the pain I’ve caused you

I regret with all my heart

And the poison of contempt I’ve put in your heart

Seemed a solution for all the rage and bitterness inside

Now that the mist is clearing

Slowly my true face appears

Don’t like the face in the mirror

Now it’s time to set things right for you

I’m sorry for all the things I’ve done

For all the things I’ve said

I take the blame, oh maybe one day you will forgive me

Then life will take again the path 

That was meant to be taken

I  AM SORRY
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JOURNEY OF
THE SOUL

I look down at the earth

So far away from me

Oh I can see you waving goodbye

I know that the time has come

to leave it all behind

I feel a little shock inside

For this is my farewell

And suddenly life seems so short

And all I take with me is the love in my heart

That will never go away

I walk along the sandy path

And there is dust all around

The sun shines up above

I feel so warm inside

I follow the way to the top

So easily and lightly

Oh I can see you waving goodbye

I’m standing at the top of the hill

And there is blue sky all around

The wind plays with my hair

I feel so free inside



It’s getting clearer and clearer to me that music, 

in fact everything I do, is about ‘giving’. 

And by that I most of all mean giving yourself: 

opening up, seeking contact and serving others.

Respect, compassion and inclusiveness 

 for people and nature, that is my dream

Music is so powerful and healing. 

I want to use this power to create gentleness.

 

I believe we need this transformation right now, 

so we can again think of humanity as one, 

one with each other, and with nature.
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